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O
ld Dominion University is Hampton roads’ 
comprehensive research university. at oDU, 
innovation and entrepreneurial application 
of knowledge and understanding are the 
foundations for its educational mission, 
as well as for the distinctive contributions 
oDU makes to the region, commonwealth, 

and nation. oDU faculty have research, scholarly, and creative 
expertise that extends from basic discovery and invention to 
generalizable use and interpretation. oDU helps its faculty, staff, 
students, alumni, and other stakeholders innovate, translate, and 
apply ideas at local, national, and global scales. this plan is a 
framework for oDU faculty and administration working together, 
through the Office of Research, to create an entrepreneurial 
ecology within which to grow research, scholarship, and creative 
activities that also nurture oDU’s instructional, outreach, and 
economic development missions.

1. Pursue Regional Opportunities with National and International 
Significance: faculty-led working groups identify and develop plans 
to pursue specific regional opportunities for building distinctive 
oDU strengths in research, scholarly, and creative foci that have 
national and international significance.

2. Build Critical Mass in Targeted Areas: Leverage resources from 
Chairs, Deans, the Provost, Office of Research, and other university 
leaders, as well as from external partners, to effect cluster hires, 
seed funding, mentoring, and other strategies that build critical 
mass in targeted areas.

3. Coordinate Across Disciplines and Academic Units: Increase 
number, rewards for, and ease of collaborations across departments 
and colleges; increase number of undergraduate research 
opportunities; and increase interdisciplinary graduate program 
linkages and opportunities.

4. Emphasize Excellence of Research, Scholarship, and Creative 
Activities Qualitatively as well as Quantitatively: Develop metrics 
that recognize the reputational value of the quality of faculty 
research, scholarship, and creative activities, and the integration 
of such with the university’s instructional, outreach, and economic 
development missions.

5. Provide Organizational Support and Resources to Enhance 
Faculty Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activities: Develop 
a dashboard that tracks specific policy changes and infrastructure 
improvements that provide enhanced support for individual faculty 
research, scholarship, and creative activities; use that dashboard 
to advocate for continued improvements in that support.

6. Build and Maintain Shared Research Facilities, Equipment, 
and Support Staff: build a sustainable infrastructure of facilities, 
equipment, and support staff that can be shared across multiple 
faculty, departments, and colleges.

7. Engage Partners Outside the University and Outside Academia: 
facilitate collaborations with outside groups, particularly non-
academic partners, both to leverage additional expertise and 
resources for oDU projects and initiatives and to make oDU’s 
capacity for innovation available to stakeholders outside traditional 
academic venues.

8. Engage Faculty: create a faculty advisory committee that has 
meaningful engagement with the Office of Research for ongoing 
collaboration in enhancing oDU’s research, scholarship, and 

creative activities. 

Executive Summary
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■   faculty who are active in research, scholarship, and creative activities bring an 
additional dimension to the university’s teaching mission, giving oDU students 
the opportunity to experience the processes of discovery, creation, translation, 
interpretation, and application in their chosen fields of study. 

■   students at research-intensive universities like oDU have the opportunity to 
engage in authentic, active learning through involvement in faculty-led research, 
scholarship, and creative activities. students actively engaged in research, 
scholarship, and creative activities are given responsibilities that are unlike most 
that they encounter in the classroom. Seeing firsthand the positive results of 
fulfilling these responsibilities, or seeing the negative consequences when they 
are not fulfilled, is an important part of the professional development and basic 
leadership skills training for both undergraduate and graduate students.

■   comprehensive research universities like oDU engage and stimulate local and 
regional communities through the economic and cultural impacts of research, 
scholarship, and creative activities.

■   University faculty and staff generate direct economic benefits to the region by 
winning externally funded grants and contracts.

 ✔   University-generated intellectual properties feed regional economic 
development.

 ✔   University-trained graduates provide the workforce for regional economic 
growth.

 ✔   Universities contribute to the arts and cultures of their regions, helping 
create a quality of life that attracts businesses and workers.

■   ODU’s reputation for research, scholarship, and creative activities significantly 
contributes to 

 ✔   How oDU is perceived by potential students, faculty candidates, 
colleagues at other research institutions, and funding agencies,

 ✔  How oDU’s graduates are perceived by prospective employers and others,  
 ✔   How oDU is perceived by state leaders, donors, alumni, and the citizens 

whose taxes help support the university.

■   Institutions like oDU are the most important community agents for advancing 
fundamental and translational scientific, technological, and cultural knowledge and 
interpretation through the combination of innovation and instruction that is at the 
heart of a comprehensive research university.

a vIsIon for oDU researcH, scHoLarsHIp, 
anD creatIve actIvItIes 

■   oDU will become the “go to” academic research partner for the Hampton roads 
region of 1.7 million people. 

■  oDU will become the recognized leader for the regional arts community.

■   oDU will be nationally known for the extent to which (and how) it integrates its 
research, scholarship, and creative activities with its instructional mission as a 
comprehensive research university.

■   oDU will become a model for leveraging regional opportunities in research, 
scholarship, and creative activities to build a national and international academic 
reputation.

■   oDU will develop an “entrepreneurial” research culture, in which faculty are 
empowered, resourced, and rewarded for innovation in how they construct and 
support their research, scholarship, and creative activities and through which the 
institution builds an innovative web of engagements with private sector, non-profit, 
and government partners.2  

research, scholarship, and creative activities make Distinctive contributions 
to oDU as a comprehensive research University

1 The mandate to develop a five-year Strategic Plan for Research is outlined in the University Strategic Plan 2014-2019 (https://www.odu.edu/content/dam/odu/units/strategicplan/docs/14-19/
odu-strategic-plan-2014-2019.pdf). See Goal 1, Objective 1, Item i. 
2 University Strategic Plan 2014-2019, see Goal 1, Objective 1, Item viii and Goal 5, Objective 2.
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GOAlS FOR MEASURinG MOvEMEnT TOwARD OUR viSiOn:

■   Increase research expenditures
 ✔   Having just passed $40 million in annual federal research expenditures, 

ODU’s next “stretch” goal is to surpass $60 million annually, a goal 
that depends to some extent on uncertain trends in federal funding for 
research.

 ✔   With strong investigator-initiated grant portfolios in several strategic 
areas, oDU now aims to win multi-investigator centers of excellence 
awards.

 ✔   recognizing the uncertainty of continued increases in federal research 
funding, ODU will grow its industry-sponsored research to comprise 15% or 
more of its overall external funding, in part through master agreements 
covering multiple existing and future projects with key private sector 
partners.

■   enhance institutional reputation for research, scholarship, and creative activities at 
local, state, national, and international levels

 ✔   faculty annually will win one or more awards or fellowships on the aaU list 
of prestigious awards and fellowships.

 ✔   Qualitative metrics developed as part of this plan will show annual 
improvement in the university’s reputation for research, scholarship, and 
creative activities.

 ✔   oDU as an institution will attain consistent national and international 
recognition of its growing critical mass in three or more areas of research, 
scholarship, or creative activity.

■    assist new regional businesses (either directly through oDU intellectual property 
or indirectly through oDU’s contributions to the regional innovation ecology and 
workforce) and existing regional businesses

 ✔   three or more new startups annually that can be linked to oDU Ip or 
workforce training,

 ✔   two or more new master agreements or educational partnership 
agreements annually with existing businesses to assist in product or service 
development,

 ✔   one or more successful sbIr or sttr awards annually that involve oDU 
researchers.
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actions for enhancing research, scholarship, and creative activities at oDU
1. PURSUE REgIONal OPPORtUNItIES wIth NatIONal 
AnD inTERnATiOnAl RElEvAnCE: because of its 
location and history, old Dominion University has a large 
number of regional opportunities for building research, 
scholarship, and creative activities that also will have 
national and international relevance and application.3  
More systematic identification and development 
of those regional opportunities is a key strategy in 
growing oDU’s research enterprise and in branding 
oDU research, scholarship, and creative activities for 
external audiences.3 the actions outlined in this section 
allow oDU faculty organically to identify and develop 
plans for these opportunities. However, a non-exhaustive 
unranked list of such opportunities might include the 
following: 

ACTiOnS: The Office of Research will facilitate self-iden-
tified faculty working groups to develop plans for specific 
opportunities. The Office of Research or a college also 
can develop some opportunities that lack a self-identi-
fied critical mass but that have particular promise. The 

Office of Research will coordinate planning for specific 
opportunities to leverage synergies and resources across 
them, but faculty leadership will be critical in shaping 
planning for each. not all opportunities will generate a 
critical mass of faculty engagement or plans for which 
resources can be leveraged, which is a means for priori-
tizing a list that inevitably will have more opportunities 
than institutional capacity.

TiMElinE: Office of Research will kick off with a work-
shop on how to develop plans for specific opportunities 
in August 2015. Planning groups will work through the 
Fall 2015 semester, with another workshop in December 
2015 to share plans across groups. Based on an evalua-
tion of the specific plans and the availability of various 
kinds of support, Office of Research will coordinate 
resources to carry out some of those plans beginning in 
Spring 2016, with an emphasis on leveraging resources 
from departments, colleges, Office of Research, and the 
university centrally, as well as external partners. Office 
of research will facilitate another round of initial plan-
ning groups in Fall 2016, with implementation in Spring 
2017. Depending on the success of these first two cycles, 
subsequent cycles may be initiated in each academic 
year thereafter. 

GOAlS: the institutional target will be to complete at 
least six plans in AY 2015-2016. The Office of Research 
will leverage resourcing for at least three of those. sub-
sequently, in AY 2016-2017, the aim will be to complete 
at least four plans with the Office of Research leveraging 
resources for at least two. In five years’ time, ODU will 
win at least two centers of excellence from federal 
agencies based on this planning and resourcing process. 

Success in each specific opportunity area will be mea-

sured by increased number of grant proposals submitted 
and awarded, collaborations with external partners, 
collaborations across departments and colleges internal-
ly, and evidence of reputational enhancement for the 
institution nationally and internationally.

2. BUilD CRiTiCAl MASS: to achieve national and inter-
national prominence, oDU must build a critical mass of 
faculty who engage in collaborative (and often inter-
disciplinary) activities in specific strategic areas. Doing 
this in specific areas can change research, scholarly and 
creative cultures across the university. faculty should be 
engaged in identifying those strategic areas, as out-
lined in (1). each focal area should be led by a core of 
multiple senior faculty who have requisite credentials 
and skills for intellectual and organizational leadership. 
building that critical mass will require collaborations 
across disciplinary and college boundaries. cluster hires, 
in which two or more faculty are hired in the same or 
adjacent academic years to provide expertise in a spe-
cific area (although not necessarily the same discipline, 
department, or even college) are a proven method for 
accomplishing this goal, and can be done with vacant 
and/or new lines by leveraging teaching needs with 
research opportunities. other methods include target-
ed pilot funding to develop collaborative track records 
and preliminary data, partnering with other institutions 
(particularly those located in the region) to leverage 
external resources in building critical mass, and mentor-
ing junior faculty to build their careers in these targeted 
areas.4 

ACTiOnS: Use the faculty-led opportunity planning 
process described above to identify areas in which oDU 
can productively pursue the development of “critical 
mass” in strategic areas. The Office of Research will 

3 University Strategic Plan 2014-2019, see Goal 1, Objective 1, Items ii and vi and Goal 4, Objective 3.
4 University Strategic Plan 2014-2019, see Goal 1, Objective 1, Item vi.

■   coastal resilience
■   chesapeake bay
■   sea level rise mitigation
■   port logistics
■   shipyard
■   transportation
■   tourism
■   criminal justice
■   Jefferson Lab (physics 

and engineering)\
■   regional arts community
■   military facilities
■   cybersecurity
■   nato

■   nasa
■   national Institute of 

aerospace (nIa)
■   public schools (especially 

high-poverty urban and 
rural divisions)

■   EVMS/Medical Systems/ 
biomedical

■   Dc beltway agencies
■   corporate opportunities
■   entrepreneurial small         

business venture facili-
tation
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facilitate leveraging resources from chairs, Deans, the 
provost, and other university leaders to effect cluster 
hires, seed funding, mentoring, and other strategies 
to build that critical mass. relationships with regional 
partners (such as Jefferson Lab, evms, naval surface 
Warfare center, nasa, etc.) also can be structured in 
ways that those partners contribute to oDU research, 
scholarly, and creative foci. for example, evms faculty 
already serve as collaborators on a number of grant 
projects, while Jefferson Lab researchers serve as 
on-campus collaborators through the Jefferson scholar 
program. The Office of Research will coordinate planning 
for building critical mass in specific opportunity areas, 
but faculty leadership will be key in identifying those 
areas and in developing and implementing “critical 
mass” strategies. because of limited internal and 
external resources, an entrepreneurial approach to 
leveraging and sustaining these opportunities is key to 
success.5  

TiMElinE: cluster hires and other strategies can be 
implemented as early as Spring 2016, and thereafter 
iterate with the ongoing opportunity planning process 
outlined above.

GOAlS: resources (including both vacant and new 
positions) should be leveraged for at least two cluster 
targets in each academic recruiting season. additionally, 
at least two external partnerships should be matured 
in ways that contribute to building oDU critical mass 
in each academic year. Office of Research should align 
some of its intramural investments with emerging 
critical mass foci. each targeted area should have a 
mentoring plan/process to better involve and provide 
career development for appropriate junior faculty.

Success in each specific opportunity area will be 
measured by increased number of grant proposals 
submitted and awarded, collaborations with external 
partners, collaborations across departments and colleges 
internally, and successful involvement of mentored 
junior faculty.

3. COORDINatE aCROSS DISCIPlINES aND aCaDEMIC 
UniTS: Greater institutional integration and 
interdisciplinary collaboration will require the removal 
of barriers that impede collaboration across disciplines 
and academic units. communication across the university 
is critical, particularly between department chairs, 
who are key links in helping (and rewarding) faculty 
to assemble larger collaborations. Interdisciplinary 
collaborations build on the foundations of instructional 
programs – such as undergraduate research and 
interdisciplinary certificates and degrees – and help 
integrate collaborative and interdisciplinary research, 
scholarship and creative activities into the university’s 
teaching mission.6 

ACTiOnS: establish a faculty-led working group to 
identify barriers and suggest solutions for collaborating 
across departments and colleges. establish monthly 
meetings of associate deans, facilitated by the Office 
of research, to enhance communication about research 
with and between colleges. meet with department 
chairs to identify incentives that could motivate more 
collaboration across academic units, and implement 
some of those recommendations. Work with interested 
faculty and the Honors college to develop a plan 
for greater coordination of undergraduate research 
opportunities, particularly those that involve or have 
promise of becoming externally funded research 
projects. Work with Graduate studies to enhance 

opportunities and support for interdisciplinary graduate 
tracks, certificates, and similar mechanisms. 

TiMElinE: Working group will meet in Fall 2015 and 
provide a report with recommendations for Spring 2016 
implementation. The Office of Research will facilitate 
the implementation of those recommendations, 
beginning in Spring 2016. Planning for greater 
coordination of undergraduate research and more 
interdisciplinary graduate programs will follow the same 
timeline, but will be jointly implemented by Office 
of research and Honors college and Graduate studies 
respectively. associate dean meetings will begin in fall 
2015.

GOAlS: Increase number, rewards for, and ease of 
collaborations across departments and colleges such 
that the number of interdisciplinary collaborations 
(as measured by co-investigators from more than 
one department or college on grant proposals) 
double within three years of implementation of 
recommendations. Increase number of undergraduate 
research opportunities, and communication about 
those, particularly involving externally funded research 
projects, by more than three times within five years.

success is measured by increases in multi-department 
and -college participation on grant proposals, number of 
undergraduate research opportunities associated with 
externally funded projects, and number of graduate 
students with interdisciplinary programs or components 
to their disciplinary programs.

 
5 University Strategic Plan 2014-2019, see Goal 1, Objective 7.
6 University Strategic Plan 2014-2019, see Goal 1, Objective 1, Item iv and Goal 1, Objective 6.



4. EMPhaSIzE ExCEllENCE OF RESEaRCh, SChOl-
aRShIP, aND CREatIvE aCtIvItIES QUalItatIvEly 
AS wEll AS QUAnTiTATivEly: the quality of faculty 
activities – including the prestige of publication venues, 
fellowships and awards, funding sources, and perfor-
mance venues – as well as those activities that build 
toward institutionally sustainable ends (such as consor-
tia, centers, working groups, etc.), contribute to the 
university’s overall reputation in the same way as the 
quantity of those activities. nevertheless, quality often 
is more difficult to measure (and reward) than quantity. 

ACTiOnS: The Office of Research will engage a faculty 
research advisory committee (detailed below) to devel-
op indicators and measures for quality and integration 
of research, scholarship, and creative activities, such 
as:

■  prestigious fellowships and awards 
■  citation indices and impact factors 
■  Prominence of work in high-profile review articles
■   Invited plenary talks at national and international 

conferences
■  prestigious venues for performances and exhibitions 

■   credit for using research funding to support graduate 
and undergraduate programs 

■   extent to which undergraduates are involved in fac-
ulty-led research projects 

■   advising and mentoring graduate students in the con-
text of ongoing research scholarship, and creative 
activities 

■  contributions to interdisciplinary projects 
■   evidence of how scholarly and creative activities 

enhance the university’s reputation 
■   evidence of contributions to regional economic 

development

these quality indicators can be used both at the indi-
vidual faculty level and at the departmental, college, 
and research center levels to identify “high performing” 
faculty members as well as “high performing” academic 
and research units.

The Office of Research will work with the Provost, 
Deans and chairs to encourage incorporating those indi-
cators and measures into annual evaluations and tenure 
and promotion guidelines. The Office of Research also 
will use both qualitative and quantitative criteria to 

advocate for merit-based salary increases and robust 
faculty retention programs. In addition, the Office of 
research will work with its faculty research advisory 
committee to find ways to increase recognition of and 
incentives for faculty accomplishments in research, 
scholarship, and creative activities. 

TiMElinE: Develop indicators and measures during ay 
2015-2016. Work to incorporate them during AYs 2016-
2020.

GOAlS: provide faculty and academic administrators 
specific targets for pursuing and recognizing the quality 
of research, scholarship, and creative activities and the 
integration of such with the university’s instructional 
and economic development missions. 

success will be measured by annual indices of presti-
gious faculty research, scholarly, and creative activi-
ties, which should show increasing recognition in each 
year. 

$61.7 million 
in new grants 

and contracts awarded
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5.  PROvIDE ORgaNIzatIONal SUPPORt aND 
RESOURCES tO ENhaNCE FaCUlty RESEaRCh, 
SChOlARShiP, AnD CREATivE ACTiviTiES: In addition 
to building critical mass in strategic areas, each 
faculty member’s individual activities contribute to 
the university’s overall reputation, and should be 
supported.7 Among those supports and resources are: 
 ✔  Teaching load flexibility
 ✔  release time policies
 ✔   Incentives for research productivity and 

prestigious accomplishments
 ✔  equipment renewal and replacement
 ✔   Quantitative design and analysis support 

(statistics, etc.)
 ✔  research leave 
 ✔  travel support
 ✔  policies that grow the number of postdocs
 ✔  mentoring junior faculty
 ✔   “faculty commons” (perhaps in rebuilt Webb 

center)
 ✔   Sponsor regional conferences/retreats 

around specific topics
 ✔   Credit for supervising/sponsoring UG 

researchers
 ✔   support and enhance availability of tools for 

collaboration (including high performance 
computing, library resources, etc.)

ACTiOnS: The Office of Research will work with a 
faculty research advisory committee (detailed below) 
to develop and track a dashboard of policy changes and 
infrastructure improvements that will provide enhanced 
support for individual faculty research, scholarship, and 
creative activities. The Office of Research will take the 
lead in advocating for these changes and resources (both 
internally and externally), with the assistance of faculty. 

TiMElinE: Dashboard will be completed in Fall 2015. 
advocacy and dashboard updates will be iterative. 

GOAlS:  explicitly set out the policies and resources 
needed for increasing faculty success in research, 
scholarship, and creative activities. advocate for (and 
track success in) enhancing that infrastructure.

success will be measured by dashboard indices of 
policies and resources available to support individual 
faculty activities, as established by the faculty research 
advisory committee.

6. BUIlD aND MaINtaIN ShaRED RESEaRCh FaCIlItIES, 
EQUiPMEnT, AnD SUPPORT STAFF: many oDU faculty 
depend on specialized facilities and equipment as well as 
intramural funding to be able to carry out their research, 
scholarship, and creative activities. While several 
sources are available to initiate that infrastructure (for 
example, faculty startup, etf funding, mrI and other 
external competitions), maintaining, replacing, and 
enhancing that infrastructure often is a challenge.8 

ACTiOnS: form a working group comprised of faculty 
from units that have high needs for specialized facilities, 
equipment, and other kinds of infrastructure support, 
along with leaders of key support units, to (a) identify 
a funding model to maintain and enhance existing 
infrastructure, (b) establish institutional priorities 
and policies to build out that infrastructure, (c) 
propose areas in which the university could consolidate 
assets with greater cost efficiency, and (d) propose 
incentives for faculty and academic and research units 
to be creative in reducing costs by sharing facilities, 
equipment, and support staff. there is particular 
potential for leveraging research infrastructure across 

departmental and college boundaries. consideration 
also should be given to virtual as well as physical shared 
infrastructure. In general, facilities and equipment that 
are shared should be given funding and space priority.

TiMElinE: Working group will meet in Fall 2015, 
with report due at the end of the semester. Office 
of research will work with its faculty advisory 
committee to prioritize and implement working group 
recommendations beginning in Spring 2016.

GOAlS: build a sustainable infrastructure for facilities, 
equipment, and support staff that emphasizes resources 
shared across multiple investigators and multiple 
departments, colleges, and centers. 

success will be demonstrated by enhancing existing and 
establishing additional common facilities, equipment, 
and support staff in each year, by growing usage of 
that common infrastructure, by growth in resources 
invested in that infrastructure, and by developing and 
implementing sustainable business plans for each.

7  University Strategic Plan 2014-2019, see Goal 1, Objective 7.
8  University Strategic Plan 2014-2019, see Goal 1, Objective 1, Item iii.



7. ENgagE PaRtNERS OUtSIDE thE UNIvERSIty aND 
OUTSiDE ACADEMiA: In an era of flat or decreasing 
federal support for academic research, partnerships 
with non-federal entities, and particularly with the 
private sector, increasingly will be critical to maintain a 
robust portfolio of funded projects. those partnerships 
will be based more on establishing mutual benefits from 
research, scholarly, and creative activities and building 
long-term relationships than on specific investigator-
initiated proposals and projects, and so must be 
nurtured in different ways.9 

ACTiOnS: Establish a faculty/external stakeholder 
working group to identify barriers and suggest solutions 
for increasing oDU collaborations with outside 
groups, particularly non-academic partners, and as 
the basis for recruiting an ongoing external research 
Advisory Board. Office of Research will take the lead 
in implementing those solutions. at the same time, 
identify priority regional private sector partners 
for research collaborations. mature two or more of 
these partnerships per year into umbrella master 
collaboration agreements that support multiple projects 
and both research and instructional activities. Work 
with colleges to develop a plan for faculty-led student 
innovation labs that can collaborate with private sector 
companies and non-profits on applied and translational 
research projects in an instructional context.

TiMElinE: Working group formed in Fall 2015, with 
continuing meetings into Spring 2016. The working 
group will be matured into an external research 
Advisory Board in Spring 2016. Working group 
recommendations will be prioritized and implemented 
by the Office of Research during Spring 2016, with 
assistance of the Office of Research Faculty Advisory 
committee and the newly formed external board. 

Office of Research will lead planning for student 
innovation labs in collaboration with specific colleges 
commencing in Fall 2015. 

GOAlS: Increase engagement in research, scholarship, 
and creative activities with private sector partners 
through master agreements that cover multiple current 
and future projects. those master agreements should 
include research as well as instructional activities, 
involving both students and faculty. 

success will be an increase in the number of external 
and non-academic partnerships for research, scholarly, 
and creative projects – and particularly in private 
sector partnerships and their sponsorship of projects. 
this can be measured by the number of executed 
non-financial agreements, proposals and awards 
for sponsored research agreements, and research 
expenditures from industry-sponsored awards. success 
also will be measured by the number of collaborations 
between faculty-led student innovation labs and outside 
entities.

8. EnGAGE FACUlTy: faculty involvement is essential 
in shaping the direction of and support for research, 
scholarship, and creative activity at oDU. While 
the faculty senate already is engaged through its 
committee D, a dedicated faculty advisory committee 
for the Office of Research can amplify and focus that 
engagement.10 

ACTiOnS: In consultation with the faculty senate, 
establish a Faculty Advisory Committee for the Office of 
research (membership and selection to be determined), 
with specific responsibilities (some detailed above). 
Involve faculty in working groups and other planning 
efforts (also detailed above). Improve communication 

to faculty about opportunities, decision-making, 
and successes in research, scholarship, and creative 
activities by working with the faculty advisory 
committee to identify optimal means for regular 
communications and interactions.  

TiMElinE: consult with faculty senate about 
appropriate configuration and selection process for a 
Faculty Advisory Committee to the Office of Research 
in early Fall 2015. Constitute the advisory committee in 
mid-Fall 2015.

GOAlS: create a faculty advisory committee that has 
meaningful engagement with the Office of Research, 
including responsibilities for specific tasks and areas 
(described above). 

success will be evidenced by increased faculty trust in 
the Office of Research, heightened and more effective 
communication between Office of Research and faculty, 
and by Office of Research’s advocacy for faculty-led 
research, scholarship and creative activities at oDU. 

9  University Strategic Plan 2014-2019, see Goal 1, Objective 1, Item ii.
10  University Strategic Plan 2014-2019, see Goal 1, Objective 1, Item iv.
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